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11 In the present work, we propose a method to generate high-quality optical vortices with a reduced number of phase
12 levels by using multilevel vortex-producing lenses (VPLs). The VPL is implemented in a liquid-crystal spatial light
13 modulator with limited capacity to project phase levels. The proposed method significantly improves the quality of
14 the optical vortex obtained by employing spiral phase plates with the same number of phase levels. Simulations and
15 experimental results confirming the effectiveness of the method are presented. © 2013 Optical Society of America
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17 An optical vortex (OV) of an electromagnetic beam cor-
18 responds to a point in space where its intensity vanishes,
19 its phase is undetermined, and the total orbital angular
20 momentum (OAM) around the vortex is nonzero. The
21 most common form of OV beams is the Laguerre–
22 Gaussian, which is featured by a doughnut-shaped inten-
23 sity pattern and a phase with an azimuthal dependency
24 eimθ where m corresponds to the topological charge or
25 number of 2π phase discontinuities of the wavefront [1].
26 Although OAM was recognized since the 1950s in the
27 higher-order transitions of atoms [2], it was only in 1992
28 when Allen et al. [3] demonstrated that Laguerre–
29 Gaussian beams have nonzero OAM. This characteristic
30 allowed the use of this type of laser beam in a wide range
31 of engineering and scientific applications. Nowadays, the
32 properties of the OVs are present in telecommunications
33 systems [4], imaging [5], image processing [6,7], metrol-
34 ogy [8], optical tweezers [9,10], integrated optics [11], and
35 nanophotonics [12], among others. Moreover, technologi-
36 cal applicability of optical singularities has made the
37 problem of constructing high-quality OV beams become
38 one of great relevance and interest [11,13].
39 Two common techniques for the generation of OVs are
40 based on the diffraction of laser beams by a computer-
41 generated hologram [14,15] or by a spiral phase plate
42 (SPP) [7,16,17]. In the case of SPPs, a fundamental
43 TEM00 laser beam goes through an SPP of transmittance
44 t�θ� � eimθ, thus producing in the far field a Laguerre–
45 Gaussian beam of topological charge m.
46 A convenient way to generate the SPP is by using a
47 liquid-crystal spatial light modulator (LC-SLM). In this
48 case, the ideal condition is fulfilled if all phase values of
49 the transmittance can be addressed onto the LC-SLM.
50 However, there are some LC-SLMs that only achieve a to-
51 tal phase modulation ϕmax < 2π rad being unable to have
52 a continuous modulation from 0 to 2π. Therefore, the
53 wrapped SPP must be built by a multilevel phase with
54 N ≤ 2π∕2π − ϕmax steps,N being the number of phase lev-
55 els addressed in the LC-SLM. In this sense, eachphase step
56 accounts for a relative phase difference regarding its
57 neighbors of 2π∕N rad. Note that, although the LC-SLM

58does not reach a 2π phase shift, it is possible to demon-
59strate that, with this discretization, the Burgers vector
60modulus around the dislocation is an integer multiple
61of 2π [18].
62If the quality of a Laguerre–Gaussian beam is evaluated
63in terms of its intensity symmetry and its phase distribu-
64tion, it is possible to show that the quantized phase levels
65degrade the quality of the OV. Guo et al. [19] studied the
66beam resulting from a multilevel SPP and obtained ex-
67pressions for the intensities of the vortex components as
68a function of the number of phase steps. Kotlyar and
69Kovalev [20] approximated the diffraction efficiency of
70the multilevel SPP using polygon regions and derived
71somewhat similar results using Fraunhofer diffraction
72theory. Later, Zhang et al. [17] experimentally corrobo-
73rated the validity of the theoretical models for an OV
74with a topological charged one, built by a multilevel
75SPP with N < 6.
76It is known that for a diffractive optical element (DOE)
77with no resolution limitations, the quality obtained from
78the complex amplitude pattern depends on the DOE
79efficiency [21], which is given by
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81As shown by Zhang et al. [17], SPPs with diffraction
82efficiencies below 0.9 (N < 6) produce poor-quality OV
83beams. Aiming at comparing their experimental results
84with our simulations, Fig. 1 shows the intensity and phase
85of OV beams simulated for different values ofN (the ideal
86situation corresponds to N � 256).
87As a quality estimator of the OVs, we calculate the
88mean square error (MSE) between the OV computed with
89N � 256 and the OVs produced for different values of N
90and normalized by using the value for N � 1. The MSE
91can be written as

MSE�N� �
P

i;j �I256�i:j� − IN�i; j��2P
i;j �I256�i:j� − I1�i; j��2

; (2)
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92 where �i; j� correspond to each image pixel and IN is the
93 intensity of the OV generated with a phase mask of N
94 levels.
95 A graph comparing the MSE for different values of N is
96 displayed in Fig. 2. The poor quality observed in the dif-
97 fraction patterns for SPPs with N < 6 can be understood
98 in terms of the contributions of OVs with topological
99 charges different to the desired one [17,19]. For example,

100 for m � 1, 2, and 3 and N � 4, there are contributions of
101 about 19%, 60%, and 91% from other vortices, respec-
102 tively. This fact results in a huge reduction of the OV qual-
103 ity, as can be seen in Fig. 3. However, it should be
104 stressed that the radial contribution of each vortex
105 depends on the intensity and phase distribution of the
106 incident beam. In that sense, if the phase of the incident
107 beam is modified adequately, or alternatively, another
108 appropriate phase is encoded in the LC-SLM, the radial
109 distribution of undesired vortices can be changed, dimin-
110 ishing their corresponding detrimental effect on effi-
111 ciency of generating the desired one.
112 Pointing to the direction of previous ideas, Heckenberg
113 et al. [16] produced OVs by using a spiral Fresnel zone
114 plate. However, they pointed out that they went through
115 several problems common to in-line holography of

116the Gabor type. Furthermore, Crabtree et al. [7] used
117vortex-producing lenses (VPLs) to create a more com-
118pact space-invariant optical Fourier image-processing
119system. In both cases, the ideal continuous phase-mask
120transmittance is expressed as [7,16]

t�r; θ� � eimθe−i
πr2
λfFR ; (3)

121where �r; θ� are the polar coordinates, λ is the wave-
122length, and f FR is the Fresnel lens focal distance.
123Unlike in previous reports, in this work we demon-
124strate that high-quality OV beams can be generated by
125using multilevel VPLs projected on LC-SLMs with a re-
126duced number of phase levels. VPLs result from the com-
127bination of an SPP with a Fresnel lens [7] (see Fig. 4).
128When a VPL is discretized, it presents a number of radial
129periods that depend inversely to its focal distance f FR
130and directly to its diameter D. These periods have a
131strong effect on the reduction of the contribution of non-
132desired topological charges. As explained below, this can
133be achieved by including an appropriate Fresnel lens
134as in Eq. (3) and observing the outcome at the corre-
135sponding focal distance of the compound optical system.
136It is important to highlight that an OV generated by a
137Gaussian TEM00 beam impinging into an SPP is observed
138at the Fourier plane of the physical lens of the system. In
139the case of a VPL, however, the OV is observed at an out-
140put plane located at a distance z from the physical lens’
141focal plane, (see Fig. 5), and this work demonstrates
142there is an optimum distance zopt where a high-quality
143OV beam can be obtained.

F1:1 Fig. 1. Simulation of a Gaussian beam diffracted by a multi-
F1:2 level SPP with m � 1. First row: number of phase levels used
F1:3 to generate the SPP; second row: multilevel SPP; third row:
F1:4 intensity pattern in the physical lens back focal plane; fourth
F1:5 row: phase pattern in the physical lens back focal plane. SPP
F1:6 diameter DSPP � 0.4 mm, Gaussian beam waist w � 0.13 mm,
F1:7 f � 12 mm, λ � 532 nm. Red lines correspond to intensity
F1:8 contours.

F2:1 Fig. 2. MSE (measured with respect to the ideal case,
F2:2 N � 256) of the intensity patterns obtained from the simulation
F2:3 of a Gaussian beam diffracted by a multilevel SPP with m � 1.
F2:4 The intensity pattern of a multilevel SPP with N � 1 corre-
F2:5 sponds to the MSE normalizing value. Simulation parameters
F2:6 are the same as in Fig 1.

F3:1Fig. 3. Intensity patterns obtained from SPPs for N � 4: (first
F3:2row) vortex topological charge; (second row) MSE with respect
F3:3to the ideal case of N � 256; (third row) SPP; (fourth row) in-
F3:4tensity pattern in the physical lens back focal plane. Simulation
F3:5parameters are the same as in Fig 1.

F4:1Fig. 4. VPL building procedure: (a) SPP with N � 256 is com-
F4:2puted. (b) Fresnel lens with N � 256 is computed. (c) The SPP
F4:3and the Fresnel lens are superimpose to generate a VPL with
F4:4N � 256. (d) The VPL is transformed into a multilevel VPL with
F4:5N � 4 and displayed on the LC-SLM. This example is for a VPL
F4:6with m � 1.
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144 Because the Fresnel lens and the physical lens form a
145 compound lens, the back focal plane of this system does
146 not match with the corresponding one of the physical
147 lens. Taking into account that the Fresnel lens is at the
148 front focal plane of the physical lens, the new back focal
149 plane is at a distance zopt from the focal length of the
150 physical lens and is given by the expression [22]

zopt �
f 2

f FR
; (4)

151 zopt being measured from the physical lens focal plane
152 (see Fig. 5). Then, by observing the optical field on this
153 optimum plane, a high-quality OV beam can be detected,
154 even for DOEs with few phase levels.
155 Figure 6 presents results for simulations of three OV
156 beams of topological charges m � 1, 2, and 3, generated
157 with multilevel VPLs with N � 4. It must be highlighted
158 that there is an astonishing improvement in the OVs
159 quality with only the inclusion of a Fresnel lens and
160 the detection at the optimum output plane. To quantify
161 this improvement, the MSE is calculated (in the same
162 way as in Fig. 1) and displayed in Fig. 6. As it is apparent,
163 the MSE is diminished several orders of magnitude with
164 respect to the SPP cases shown in Fig. 3. It should be
165 stressed that, to reach a MSE � 0.002 by using a multi-
166 level SPP, it would be necessary to use at least eight

167levels, which corresponds to having more than 95% of
168the light in the desired topological charge OV. Then these
169simulations confirm that it is possible to obtain high-
170quality OV beams by using a multilevel VPL with a
171reduced number of levels.
172Figure 7 shows the OV quality dependence with re-
173spect to the observation plane. These results confirm that
174there is a plane where the OV beam reaches a maximum
175quality, and the plane is given by the zopt. Note that the
176increase in MSE as the z distance changes away from
177the optimal position zopt is mainly due to a defocusing
178effect. This happens because the MSE is an indicator
179of similarity calculated point to point, and it is sensible
180to defocusing.
181The dependence of the OV quality on f FR at zopt, for
182fixed values of N � 4, DVPL � 0.4 mm, and w �
1830.13 mm, is depicted in Fig. 8. It can be noticed that
184as the parameter f FR∕w grows, the MSE of the OV beam
185generated with the multilevel VPL tends to the MSE value
186of the OV beam generated with a multilevel SPP (see
187Fig. 2). This behavior is expected because as long as
188f FR grows, the similarity between the VPL and the SPP
189at their centers increases. Then, for larger values of
190f FR∕w, only a tiny region around the center of the VPL
191is illuminated by the Gaussian beam, and this situation
192corresponds to the case of Fresnel lens absence. The
193above results show that inclusion of a Fresnel lens in
194the LC-SLM strongly contributes to obtain a high-quality
195OV, provided it is observed at the correct plane.
196To validate the previous analysis, experimental results
197are presented. Our experimental setup consisted of a

F5:1 Fig. 5. Basic optical setup for simulations and experiments.

F6:1 Fig. 6. Optical vortices generated by using multilevel VPLs
F6:2 with N � 4: (first row) vortex topological charge; (second
F6:3 row) MSE with respect to the ideal case of N � 256; (third
F6:4 row) VPL; (fourth row) intensity pattern at zopt. VPL diameter
F6:5 DVPL � 0.4 mm; w � 0.13 mm; f � 12 mm; f FR � 12 mm;
F6:6 λ � 532 nm.

F7:1Fig. 7. OV quality (MSE) dependence with respect to the
F7:2observation plane. Simulation parameters are the same as in
F7:3Fig 6. MSE > 1 are due to the scaling phenomenon of the OV
F7:4beam with respect to the ideal case. This example is for a
F7:5VPL with m � 1.

F8:1Fig. 8. OV quality dependence with f FR∕w. Simulation param-
F8:2eters are the same as in Fig 6, except for f FR, which is varied.
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198 TEM00 doubled Nd:YAG laser (λ � 532 nm), which lit a
199 Holoeye LC2002 transmission LC-SLM with a maximum
200 phase shift of ϕmax � 1.5π. Then our VPL had N � 4
201 levels. The beam waist was w � 6 mm, the physical lens’
202 focal distance was f � 300 mm, and the Fresnel lens fo-
203 cal distance was f FR � 10 m. The OV was observed
204 nearly at z � 9 mm. The intensity of the OV beam was
205 recorded with a CCD camera coupled to a microscope
206 system with a 20X objective. The phase was obtained
207 by using a five-step phase-shifting technique [23,24].
208 The results are presented in Fig. 9, for OV beams of
209 charges m � 1, 2, and 3. As evidenced, the experimental
210 results are in agreement with the simulations. The break-
211 down of OVs withm > 1 inm single-charged OVs may be
212 explained by the presence of a background field [25] and
213 may also be due to the presence of aberrations in the
214 optical system [26]. More research in this direction has
215 to be performed.
216 In conclusion, this work has demonstrated that, for a
217 reduced number of phase levels, optical vortices reached
218 by including an appropriate Fresnel lens, i.e., obtained by
219 multilevel VPLs, are much better than those obtained by
220 using multilevel SPPs, provided they are observed at the
221 right plane. Therefore, the present work opens a real pos-
222 sibility to generate high-quality OVwith low-cost LC-SLM.
223 Moreover, the results of the present manuscript can be
224 extended to the fabrication of fixed phase masks of a
225 reduced number of levels.
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Queries

1. AU: Please confirm change from charge to charged.

2. AU: A check of online databases revealed a possible error in this reference. The fpage has been changed from '4046'
to '4064'. Please confirm this is correct.
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